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| 20 May 2022 | Metabolomics research group at

INBIOSIS has been venturing in the exploration and

development of metabolite profiling methods for

various plant species, which facilitate the development

and production of potential essential oil products. Now,

INBIOSIS engaged with Narinar Group Sdn. Bhd. in a

research collaboration entitled: Chemical Composition

Analyses of the Plants Essential Oils.

The research team is lead by Assoc. Prof. Dr. Syarul

Nataqain Baharum, where the team is funded with

RM20,000.00 for a period of 12 months. The objective of

the study is to develop metabolite profiling methods

that facilitate the production of essential oil from a

variety of plant species that are of interest to Narinar

Group Sdn. Bhd. The research also aims to ensure the

essential oil produced from the selected plant species

is of high quality in the product produced by Narinar

Group Sdn. Bhd.

This collaboration aims to establish an INBIOSIS-

NARINAR interim lab to provide a platform for human

resource exchange and technology transfer.
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Research grant received in Jan-May 2022

Number of publication in Jan-May 2022

1. Assoc. Prof. Dr. Syarul Nataqain Baharum

Chemical composition analyses of the plants essential oils

RM20,000.00 (12 months)

Funded by Narinar Group Sdn. Bhd.

2. Assoc. Prof. Dr. Ng Chyan Leong

Plant-based cold-lipase enzymes (CLPS) for industrial applications

RM143,270.00 (2 years)

Funded by Ministry of Science, Technology and Innovation (MOSTI)
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| 8 – 1 0 M a r c h 2 0 2 2 |

Liquid Chromatography – High Resolution

Mass Spectroscopy (LC-HRMS) continued

to grow in the last two decades as an

analytical technique used in

metabolomics. Additionally, by

combining spectral resolution, mass

accuracy, and mass fragmentation, MS

metabolite identification capabilities

have been enhanced and recognized

as the most employed technique in

metabolomics. The INBIOSIS, as a leading

institute in metabolomics study was

organising a Fundamentals of LC-MS-

based Metabolomics for Beginners

workshop from 8-10 March 2022 with 12

participants attended from academia

and industries. In this three-day workshop,

several modules were given by Assoc.

Prof. Dr Syarul Nataqain and Dr.

Nurkhalida which cover on sample

preparation (extraction with hands-on),

data acquisition (qualitative and

quantitative analysis), and finally data

analysis using univariate and multivariate

approaches.
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| 29 – 31 M a r c h 20 22 |

GC-MS is an essential

instrument for high-throughput

metabolomics studies

especially for VOCs profiling.

GC-MS utilizes a quadrupole

mass spectrometer capable of

high-speed scanning, which

enables reliable and fast

metabolites identification that

are biologically relevant.

During the workshop, ChM. Dr.

Kamalrul Azlan Azizan and Dr.

Ahmed Mediani have shared a

detailed practical GC-MS

based metabolomics that

covered sample preparation

(extraction and derivatization

methods of GC-MS, with

hands-on), data acquisition

including qualitative and

quantitative analysis and finally

data analysis using univariate

and multivariate approaches.
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| 1 7 – 1 9 M a y 2 0 2 2 |

A 3-day event has been

organized by synthetic biology

research group at INBIOSIS to

provide an effective platform

for knowledge exchange in the

field of CRISPR technology,

systems and synthetic biology

among the invited distinguished

speakers, renowned scientists

and researchers. The steering

committee headed by Dr.

Ahmad Bazli Ramzi has

recruited experts in CRISPR

technology to share the latest

update, development, and

advancement of CRISPR

research during the symposium.

Special highlights of CRISPR

technology applications in

cancer research, animal

vaccine and therapeutics,

microbial genome editing etc.
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In conjunction with the symposium on

synthetic biology and CRISPR technology,

researchers had the hands-on experience in

laboratory techniques and skills involved in

CRISPR research during the iCRISPr

workshop. Design for CRISPR-Cas-mediated

gene knock-in was demonstrated by Dr.

Ahmad Bazli Ramzi during the workshop,

followed by the hands-on session where

researchers were given the opportunity to

experience the laboratory procedures in the

synthesis and purification of CRISPR sgRNA,

assembly and in vitro cleavage assay of

Cas9/sgRNA RNP, lastly, the in vitro assay for

gene mutation detection.
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Malaysia is rich in biodiversity with many tropical

plants remain to be explored for human wellbeing.

The advent of sequencing and mass spectrometry

technology allowed unprecedented opportunity

for transcriptome-wide study and biomolecular

discovery. For the past ten years, we have been

applying omics approach to study various plants,

including rice, oil palm, papaya, mangosteen,

Arabidopsis, Nepenthes spp., Rafflesia cantleyi,

Persicaria minor, and Mitragyna speciosa. This talk

will cover some of these plants to demonstrate how

we utilised omics approaches to understand the

molecular regulation of plant physiology, such as

biotic stress response from elicitation, botanical

carnivory, and seed germination. Transcriptomic

profiling is useful for elucidating biosynthesis

pathways of beneficial compounds of interest, such

as phenylpropanoids, flavonoids, and alkaloids.

These studies provide fundamental understanding

for biotechnological applications.
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Over the last decade, metabolomics

has continued to grow rapidly and is

considered a dynamic technology in

envisaging and elucidating complex

phenotypes in systems biology area.

The advantage of metabolomics

compared to other omics

technologies such as transcriptomics

and proteomics is that these later

omics only consider the intermediate

steps in the central dogma pathway

(mRNA and protein expression).

Meanwhile, metabolomics reveals

the downstream products of gene

and expression of proteins. One of

the goals of metabolite profiling is to

detect all metabolites (defined as

the metabolome) in a biological

sample with high accuracy in terms

of quality and quantity. Thus,

metabolomics approaches here

have the benefit of building on

present knowledge and research.

Nonetheless, non-targeted

metabolomics does provide a

distinctively different philosophy as

opposed to analyses of known

metabolites. In order to achieve this

goal, a variety of techniques,

including gas chromatography-mass

spectrometry (GC-MS), liquid

chromatography-mass spectrometry

(LC-MS) and nuclear magnetic

resonance (NMR) are applied to

carry out metabolite detection to

the maximum extent possible. This

talk will focus on two case studies; 1.

applications of metabolomics

platform in unraveling the local herb

potential in pharmaceutical and

nutraceutical industry, 2.

Identification of metabolites that

responsible for the survival of the

grouper fish against vibriosis. These

findings demonstrated the feasibility

of using metabolomics to identify

immune-response pathways and

potential target gene networks,

which could serve as excellent

candidates for functional

metabolomics studies for sustainable

agriculture in improve the human

health, aquaculture health and

production.
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